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Abstract:  In this paper, the creation of a computational lexicon and dictionary for Marskuiñ-English has been described in detail. It discusses 

the various input fields that have been entered in the lexicon and also it focuses on the analysis of the lexicon using the Fieldworks Language 
Explorer. The various Semantic Domains have been shown in this paper where few examples are given in the target language and then the gloss 

or the meaning of each word has been described in English. There are 7 semantic domains that have been used to specify the lexical entries that 

have been entered in the present lexicon (a total of 500) and it has been classified into the different parts of speech.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A computational lexicon and dictionary for Marskuiñ-English is discussed in detail in this paper. The various input fields that have 

been entered in the lexicon based on the Semantic domains found in Fieldworks Language software has been shown with various 

examples in Marskuiñ-English using the Fieldworks Language Explorer. This bilingual computational lexicon highlights not only 

the languages being used to do the study but at the same time, to highlight the usefulness and simplicity for a language researcher 

and students as well as the importance of a language software in order to record data in various languages. 

 

II.  SEMANTIC DOMAINS  

There are 7 semantic domains that have been used to specify the lexical entries that have been entered in the present lexicon (a total 

of 500) and it has been classified into the different parts of speech as follows: 

 

116 Adjectives 

9 Adverbs 

24 Ditransitive Verbs 

87 Intransitive Verbs 

61 Transitive Verbs 

 205 Nouns. 

 

2.1.1. Universe 

This domain is used for general words referring to the physical universe. Some of the examples for this domain which has been 

entered in the created lexicon are given below. 

burthei  [burthɛi] Noun world 1.1-Universe, Creation; 1.1.1-World 

klor klɔr] Noun star 1.1-Universe, Creation ;1.1.2-Sky; 1.1.2.1-star 

maniang [maniaŋ] Noun sky 1.1-Universe, Creation; 1.1.2- Sky  

2.1.2. Person 

This domain is used for general words for a person or all mankind. Some of the examples for this domain which has been entered 

in the created lexicon are given below. 

chatyom [chətyɔm] Noun sole(feet) 2.1-Person; 2.1.1-Body Part; 2.1.3- sole  

inggharnut [iŋghərnut] Noun spine 2.1-Person ;2.1.1- Body Part; 2.1.4- spine 

thurmi [thurmi] Noun scab(body) 2.1-Person; 2.1.1-Body Part ;2.1.5-scab 

2.1.3. Language and Thought 

This domain is used for general words referring to mental and verbal activity. This domain is primarily for grouping many related 

domains and some of the examples from the lexicon are given below. 

khoning [khɔniŋ] Adjective angry3.4 - Emotion; 3.4.2 - Feel bad; 3.4.2.3- angry 

buchaptiu/manchaptiu  [buchaptiu/manchaptiu] Adjective afraid3.4 - Emotion; 3.4.2 - Feel bad good; 3.4.2.4 - afraid 

bu kmian [bu kmian] Adjective happy 3.4 - Emotion; 3.4.1 - Feel good; 3.4.1.2 – Happy 
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2.1.4. Social Behavior 

This domain is used for very general words having to do with how people behave in relationship to other people. Some of the 

examples are given below. 

raisuom [rəisuɔm] Noun adoption 4.1-Social Behavior; 4.1.1.2- adoption 

kamanrahthoh [kamʌnra?thɔ?] Noun bride 4.1 -Social Behavior; 4.1.2.3- bride 

kanem  [kanɛm] Noun brother-in-law 4.1-Social Behavior; 4.1.3.4- brother-in-law 

2.1.5. Daily Life 

This domain is used for words related to daily life at home. The examples are given as follows. 

bohkaila [bɔ khaila] Noun dhoti (male attire) 5 - Daily life; 5.3.1 - Men's clothing 

rong diang [rɔŋ diaŋ] Noun jewellery 5 - Daily life 

amsoh  [am soh] Noun wine 5 - Daily life 

2.1.6. Work and Occupation 

This domain is used for general words related to working. The examples are given below. 

ka rong riap [kə roŋ riəp] Transitive verb farming 6.1-Work and Occupation; 6.1.1-Agriculture; 6.1.1.2-farming 

riap [riəp] Noun farmer 6.1-Work and Occupation; 6.1.1-Agriculture; 6.1.1.1-farmer 

rai ka doh [rəi kə dɔh] Noun fishery 6.1-Work and Occupation; 6.1.2.1-fishery 

2.1.7. Physical actions 

This domain is used for general words for physical actions--moving, moving things, and changing things. The examples are given 

below. 

rah [ra?] Ditransitive verb carry 7.1-Physical actions; 7.1.1.2-carry 

pduh/dat [pdu?/dət] Transitive verb hit 7.1-Physical actions;7.1.2.3-hit 

jang [jaŋ] Intransitive verb stand 7.1-Physical actions; 7.1.3.4-stand 

2.2. Nature of Lexical Entries 

The challenge is to capture the information in our brains in a form that can be put into a computer. A dictionary is really a 

representation of information that linguists can glean from observing how people use words. A language has a lot of words, so 

dictionaries tend to be big and expensive.  

The first part of the entry gives the spelling of the word. The second part indicates how the word is pronounced. The third 

part indicates the grammatical category of the word and the fourth part of the entry is called a definition. 

Today many dictionaries are published electronically. This enables us to include more information because the size of the 

dictionary doesn't appreciably increase the cost of publication (although it stills costs more to collect the information). The main 

difference between an electronic dictionary and a printed dictionary is that an electronic dictionary is much more like a dictionary 

database. Sound files can be attached for each entry in an electronic dictionary, something that you can't do in print. The usefulness 

of an electronic dictionary is determined by the user interface. A good interface therefore allows the user to search for an entry, 

jump from one entry to another, listen to sound files, and even use links to access information outside the dictionary, for instance 

by jumping to an Internet site. So, an electronic dictionary is slightly better than a printed dictionary in representing the mental 

lexicon, but not much. For some languages an electronic dictionary is far superior to a printed dictionary because of the difficulty 

of finding words. An electronic dictionary can contain many more minor entries and cross-references. 

Language Explorer enables us to produce an electronic dictionary that does all these things (currently via programs like 

Lexique Pro), but an electronic dictionary is still like a printed dictionary in that it is a poor representation of the mental lexicon. In 

contrast the term ‘dictionary’ usually refers to a published document which is a good representation of the mental lexicon. A 

computer representation of the lexicon is sometimes called a ‘dictionary database’ or a ‘machine readable dictionary’. In Language 

Explorer the database is called the 'lexicon' and a publication (print or electronic) is called the 'dictionary'. The best way to get from 

the mental lexicon to a published document is to develop a computer database where the information can be collected, stored, and 

developed. Thus, a computer database is something in between the mental lexicon and the published document. When a dictionary 

is produced, we are trying to represent the information people have in their heads about words. In linguistics we sometimes use the 

term ‘lexicon’ to refer to all the words in a language or to refer to all the words that exists in a single person’s mind. In this document 

the term 'mental lexicon' refers to what is in a person's head.  

2.2.1. The Headword 

The headword or the lemma is used to enter the main language lexical entry which is entered in the specific textbox which is named 

as the lexeme form. 

 Therefore, the Lexeme Form is the main lexical entry of the Marskuiñ dialect. 

2.2.2. Specifying the Morph (Morpheme) Type or Headword 

The Morph Type field is used to distinguish various types of affixes, roots, stems, and phrases. The Morph Type field is used by 

the parser and interlinear tool to correctly parse words. If we do not specify the morpheme type, the program assumes it is a stem 

by default. We can view the list of Morph Types in the Lists area.   

2.2.3. Gloss 

  The glossing for the headword is done in ENGLISH. 

2.2.4. Grammatical Category  

Grammatical category has traditionally been called 'part of speech'. However, the term 'grammatical category' is a more accurate 

description of what is being recorded. In Language Explorer grammatical category is one part of a larger system called 'Grammatical 

Info.' ‘Grammatical Info’ includes Grammatical Category, Inflection Class, Inflection Feature, and Exception Feature. Since 

different senses of a word may have different grammatical categories, these fields are sense level fields.  

In Language Explorer grammatical category is subordinate to sense. But in Fieldworks’ the grammatical category of each sense 

is specified. If   a second sense is added to an entry, the grammatical category will be copied from the first sense to the second. If 

the grammatical category for the lexical entry is not available, <Not Sure> from the list can be selected. The grammatical category 

in the Lexicon Edit--Entry pane can be selected by clicking the Grammatical Category field and then choosing the correct 

grammatical category from the list. 
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2.2.5. Pronunciation 

Most dictionaries benefit from an indication of how each word is pronounced. This is especially important for languages in which 

the orthography is not fully phonemic. It is also important for dictionaries designed to aid in language learning. Even if pronunciation 

field for every word might not be included, it is important to indicate variant pronunciations that are not indicated in a standardized 

orthography. For instance, the English word 'either' can be pronounced ['iðɚ] or ['ajðɚ]. In Lexicon Edit a pronunciation can be 

inserted by clicking the Pronunciation field. More than one pronunciation can be inserted if the word has multiple pronunciation 

variants. IPA writing system for the vernacular language can be set if IPA is needed to be used. This can be done by going to the 

Format menu and by clicking click Setup Writing Systems. The writing system can then be specified if pronunciation field is needed 

to be used by right clicking the Pronunciation field and then clicking Writing System.  

2.2.6. Semantic Domain 

 Semantic investigation is best done in context-in the context of semantic domains and in the context of corpus studies. It is necessary 

to apply intuition in both contexts. Intuition is needed to identify the members of a semantic domain and to interpret the data derived 

from the corpus method. Identifying lexical sets within a domain enables us to look at paradigmatic lexical relations, and to contrast 

and compare the members of the lexical set. Identifying collocates in a text corpus enables us to look at syntagmatic relations. The 

combination of the two is quite powerful. Language Explorer includes a list of semantic domains that helps in collecting and 

classifying the words. It also enables us to develop a text corpus and generate a concordance of textual examples to help us study 

how a word is actually used. 

2.3. Collecting Words Using Semantic Domains 

This method involves asking speakers of the language to think of all the words that belong to a particular semantic domain. In order 

to use the method, a list of semantic domains is needed. A large list of domains for this purpose has been incorporated into Language 

Explorer and can be found in the Categorized Entry tool in the Dictionary area. The list is also available in printable format from 

the Dictionary Development Process website. The website includes detailed instructions for its use in a workshop setting. 

(http://www.sil.org/computing/ddp/index.htm). 

In brief, the method involves gathering a group of native speakers of a language in a workshop. The speakers are trained 

in the method and then work approximately for many days to collect as many words as they can. They are provided with a copy of 

the list of domains. Each domain includes a few elicitation questions and sample words that help them understand the domain and 

the type of words that might be included in it. They then use their mental network to think of words in their language that belong 

to the domain. By collecting words in semantic domains, the words are automatically classified. So the result is a classified word 

list or it is also called a thesaurus. 

This method is by far the most effective method known. It is easy. It is low-tech. It allows native speakers to be involved. 

It is highly productive. It collects words in their citation form. It doesn't depend on the availability of a large text corpus. And 

perhaps most important, it classifies the words, giving us an indication of their meaning and providing a basis for later semantic 

research.  

A domain template is a list of questions to ask about each member of a lexical set Domain templates will help us to be 

more systematic, to yield better insights, and also speed up the process of investigating and defining the words. Language Explorer 

does not currently include a place to record domain templates.  

The number of Entries that has been collected in the present lexicon and dictionary is 500. Some of the distribution of the 

words according to the semantic domains is given below as an example. 

. 
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